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Data Release: Consumer prices show modest increase in February 

 Consumer prices increased by 0.1% in February, bang on market expectations. On a year-over-
year basis, headline inflation slipped to 1.1% from the 1.6% posted in January.   

 Core inflation – a measure that excludes the more volatile items such as food energy – also rose 
by 0.1%, matching the consensus forecast. On a year-over-year basis, core CPI advanced by 
1.6%.    

 By component, gains in housing (+0.2% m/m), medical care (+0.3% m/m), and recreation (+0.1% 
m/m), helped offset the declines in transportation (-0.4% m/m), apparel (-0.3% m/m) and energy 
(-0.5% m/m).  

 Energy services also posted a strong gain in February (+0.7% m/m), as cold weather kept 
household furnaces humming.  

Key Implications 
 The strong year-over-year deceleration in the headline figure was entirely a result of lower energy 

prices. In February of last year, gasoline prices rose by a whopping 7% on the month, while in 
February 2014, prices declined by 1.7%.  

 Aside from this, the report was relatively constructive, with both the headline and core inflation 
measures posting modest gains on the month. While inflationary pressures should continue to 
drift higher over the course of this year, we don’t expect annual core CPI to hit 2% until the middle 
of 2015.  

 With the unemployment rate currently sitting at 6.7%, the Fed will likely scrap its 6.5% 
unemployment rate threshold – a number had previously been associated with a tightening in the 
policy rate – in favor of a more qualitative take of forward guidance. This will allow the FOMC to 
bring the focus back to the continued underperformance of the inflation side of their mandate.  
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